
Infinite Beauty shares its vision and
philosophy for beauty
Upscale boutique and beauty brand Infinite
Beauty uncovers its philosophy and vision
for beauty and skin care.

NEW YORK , NEW YORK, USA, November
27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- An upscale
boutique and beauty brand, Infinite
Beauty is dedicated to offering clients new
and existing the most comprehensive skin
treatment solutions available in addition
to medical spa services and an unrivaled
range of beauty and skin care products.
The company aims, it says, to help each
and every client find personalized skin
care solutions by utilizing an optimal
combination of facial treatments and
beauty products, delivered in refined and relaxed surroundings, supported by standards of
customer service which are second to none.

"In addition to our medical spa and beauty treatment services, we strive to create exceptional
skin care products which benefit from rigorously maintained high standards, and offer our
customers the results which they both want and deserve, each and every time," explains Infinite
Beauty's vice president of operations, Eric Inbar.

"Our vision at Infinite Beauty," says Inbar, "is to create long-lasting customer relationships
delivered via a true passion for revolutionary skin care and a commitment to the very latest
beauty technology."

As a luxury skin care company, Infinite Beauty requires the ability to cater for and address a large
variety of customer needs. "However," adds the brand's vice president of operations, "we're
forever mindful that each individual client has a particular skin type, and all react differently to
various key ingredients and treatments."

Therefore, according to the brand, it's almost impossible to find one truly effective treatment for
all customers. "As such," adds Inbar, wrapping up, "our objective is to find and provide the
perfect solution for each specific need of every individual client who walks through the doors of
an Infinite Beauty spa location, from California to New York, and from Florida to Maryland."

In line with Infinite Beauty's commitment to customer care and satisfaction, the brand offers a
range of VIP membership cards, application for each of which is free of charge and attracts no
annual fee. Currently available Infinite Beauty VIP membership cards include the Infinite Beauty
VIP Member Technology Card, Infinite Beauty VIP Member Black Card, Infinite Beauty VIP
Member Diamond Card, Infinite Beauty VIP Member Platinum Card, Infinite Beauty VIP Member
Gold Card, and Infinite Beauty Plus+ VIP Member Gold+ Card.

To learn more about Infinite Beauty, or about signing up for one of the brand's VIP membership
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cards, providing access to a range of exclusive benefits, special offers, and more, please visit
http://www.infinitebeautyusa.com/.
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